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ODESSA PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING 
May 30, 2013 

 

THE CALL TO ORDER: 
The meeting was to order at 7:02 p.m. by President Clark Kagele.  
 
 

BOARD MEMBERS: 
Present: Mike Edens, Clark Kagele, Todd King, George Rodeck, Jim Walter 
Absent:  Kim Ramm 
Others Present:  Mark DeWulf, Keith Bailey Doug Edwards, Don Timm, Jason Scrupps, Stan 
Schwarts, Tom Day, Lori Williams 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
Chairman Kagele announced a 40-minute executive session to begin at 6:21 p.m. for 
legal advice. 
Executive session ended at 6:56 pm. No action was taken in executive session.  
 
Chairman Kagele called for a short break. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS: 
The OPDA board reviewed with the AgVenture’s (AgV) board their process for selecting a 
candidate to enter lease negotiations with for the biodiesel facility. The OPDA also informed 
them they are in lease negations with Columbia Plateau Oil & Energy which encompasses 
Joel Edmonds and Wally Kempe. AgV noted that because of this choice, there will be 
different rules and they are in a difficult spot because of their bad history. 
 
Grain Storage Access and Fees: AgV and the OPDA are in agreement that an easement exists 
and is for the benefit of the tenants in the biodiesel facility. AgV indicates our tenant must 
find other arrangements for weekend grain access as they do not intend to operate the 
elevator 7 days per week. AgV noted 7-day per week operation is not part of their business 
model and does not feel they are being unreasonable on this issue. OPDA pointed out the 
easement is for the benefit of the biodiesel facility and a 7-day week is their operation 
model.   
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The Tariff market rates that are set for canola were set to change before the filing of 
bankruptcy; these rates are published on July 1st and Ag V noted we will see a significant 
increase over the current rate. Ag V also indicated they would establish a rate and OPDA 
could decide if it was reasonable or it. If OPDA felt it was not, Ag V indicated OPDA could 
litigate it. These rates apply to all canola producers who utilize the AgV managed facilities 
for their canola.  AgV shared that storage fee calculation will be based on 162,500 bushels 
of storage (one full silo out of the two) no matter how much is placed in the bin because 
that bin will be no longer useable by AgV (Odessa Union Warehouse {OUW}). This policy 
differs from AgV standard storage policy for it’s patrons. 
 
AgV also requested that the new tenant put in better dust control, a certified scale and take 
better care of the roadway.   
 
Rail Car siding: The tenants railcars will need to be managed themselves in coordination 
with OUW. This is how it was working with the previous tenants. 
 
A short break was called by Chairman Kagele. 
 
Discussion was held on what is needed at this point from the group we are in lease 
negotiations.  Stacey will send a list of financial documents needed from COPE.  
 
ADJOURNMENT: 
Chairman Kagele adjourned the meeting at 9:06 p.m. 
 
 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 
Clark Kagele, President    Kim Ramm, Secretary 


